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Foreword

The Sanskrit word “Advaita” points to that which cannot 
be spoken of and exposes the fallacy of the idea that 
there is something separate from something else called 
Oneness. The simplicity of this message is directly 
threatening to the apparent seeker. It is rejected by 
the guru mind which searches for states to lay claim 
to … Stillness, silence, bliss or awareness arise within 
the hypnotic dream of separation and then drop away 
again like sand through the fingers. 

But Being is the one and only constant that never 
comes and never goes away. Because it is nothing 
and everything it cannot be gained or lost, given or 
received, approached or avoided. 

The seeing of these words, the hearing of sounds, 
sensations in the body, feelings, thoughts … the very 
stuff of boundless aliveness, is the essence of Being … 
indefinable, unknowable, beyond description and yet 
filling every part of existence. 

This clear and simple message speaks of a revo-
lutionary perception where all traditional ideas, and 
even contemporary teachings of becoming something 
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better or different, collapse. Its illumination is in the 
energetic, vibrant aliveness that is implicit in the won-
der and liberation of simply Being. 

Jan Kersschot has a clear understanding of this 
perception and demonstrates his ideas very well in his 
new book, The Myth of Self-Enquiry. 

All the time the seeker continues to search for 
the unfindable through process and path this kind of 
exposure can be a reminder of another possibility. 

Tony Parsons 
April 2007 
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Introduction

As a child, you are told to be a person. As a reader 
of this book, you are told to be a person holding this 
book in your hands. Maybe you also imagine that you 
are a seeker on a spiritual path. Your spiritual leaders 
probably also told you that something is wrong with 
you. Maybe you still believe that. That you have to 
follow their rules in order to reach heaven. That you 
have to do your best in order to become worthy. That 
you have to meet certain standards if you want to end 
your spiritual search. Maybe you still believe all that 
as well. 

Meanwhile, perhaps you have started to ask your-
self questions about all the stories you once took for 
real. Is it all true what you’ve been told? Maybe you’ve 
already discovered that something was wrong with all 
these stories. What if time is a mind construct? What 
if the person is just another thought? If both the linear 
time axis as well as the belief in the separate person 
are concepts, what is left of your spiritual goals? What 
if there is no spiritual path at all? What if there is no 
path to liberation? What if the person who feels locked 
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up is just a construction of the mind? What if spiritual 
liberation is just a myth?

If you believe you are in a prison, and ask me how 
to escape from that prison, what can I say when it’s 
clear that the walls of that prison are made of thin 
air? What if all these walls were imaginary in the first 
place? You complain that you have a rope around your 
neck and that this particular rope is preventing you 
from becoming free. And you ask me how to remove 
that rope. Or you hope that I can cut that rope around 
your neck. What can I say when it’s clear that your 
rope is only an imaginary rope? Do you expect me 
to give you a technique to untie the rope around your 
neck if that rope is illusory? Do you expect me to show 
you a path to solve your spiritual problems if that path 
is illusory? Can I promise you a better future as the 
future is an illusion? Can you expect me to approach 
you as a person when it’s clear that that person is an 
illusion? Both “you” as well as the rope around your 
neck are illusory.

This reminds me of the story of Tashi. He is a young 
Buddhist monk in Ladakh, North India. The story is 
about the journey he made with his friend Sonam and 
their master Apo. In 1985, they joined the inaugura-
tion of the Shanti Stupa in Leh. The Shanti Stupa was 
inaugurated by the Dalai Lama that year and that’s 
why these three monks joined the festivities. After the 
ceremony they stayed for a few more days and then 
took their horses to go back to their own monastery, 
Hemis Gompa, about 80 miles west of Leh. On their 
way home there was a big storm. They had to stop and 
wait until the storm was over. While they were sitting 
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by the side of the road and waiting till the storm was 
over, Tashi asked his master, “How come I still have 
all these problems with my ego wanting to do things 
which are not allowed according to the rules of our 
monastery? What can I do to suppress them? I want 
to become a good monk. A devoted monk. I want to 
be free. I meditate as much as I can. I do the ceremo-
nies every day – but things only get worse. Can you 
help me in my struggle against my ego?” The master 
replied, “Wait until tomorrow. Then the answer will 
come to you.”

As the storm continued, they decided to stay over 
for the night. So they improvised a place to sleep in a 
cave and made a fire. Unfortunately, they only had two 
cords to tie the horses down for the night. The rope of 
the master’s horse was gone. Probably that rope was 
lost during the storm. Tashi and Sonam asked their 
superior what to do. Apo said, “These horses are tired. 
I don’t believe my horse will run away in the middle 
of the night.” But the two young monks were afraid 
they would wake up the next morning with two horses 
by the tree instead of three. So Tashi and Sonam still 
asked their master what to do. Then Apo said, “Simply 
pretend to tie the third horse down. Pretend to take 
an imaginary rope from my bag and my horse will 
believe it’s his rope you’re taking. Then act as if to put 
it around his neck.” Sonam couldn’t believe what he 
had just heard and replied, “We just pretend to tie him 
down?” “Right. You pretend to put that imaginary rope 
around his neck and fix it to the same tree as the other 
two horses. Make the usual movements with your 
hands. Just act as if he is tied down, and my horse will 
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stay put for the night, trust me! Although my horse is 
very smart, I am sure he will not move until I whistle 
tomorrow morning.” Tashi said to Sonam, “I will do 
it.” So Tashi pretended to tie down the third horse 
with an illusory rope, making the same movements as 
usual – as if there was a real rope involved.

Tashi and Sonam didn’t sleep well that night. Not 
because of the storm, but because they were worry-
ing about the master’s horse. The next morning, Tashi 
and Sonam woke up very early and rushed to the tree. 
They saw that the three horses hadn’t moved during 
the night. They were relieved to notice that they were 
still standing next to the tree. So the master was right 
when he said that the three horses wouldn’t move until 
he whistled to them the next morning. So everything 
was all right. They untied their horses and they started 
to pack their things to continue their journey to Hemis 
Gompa. When the master whistled – as usual – to call 
the three horses, only two horses showed up. To their 
amazement the one horse they pretended to have tied 
down the night before did not move at all. The other 
two just walked towards them but the third one didn’t 
respond to the whistle.

The two young monks were very surprised and 
asked, “Master, why is your horse not following 
the two other horses?” The master smiled and said, 
“That’s because he still believes he is bound by that 
imaginary rope. In other words, he doesn’t realize 
he is not bound.” The two young monks still didn’t 
understand. The master said, “You see, the third horse 
believed he was bound yesterday evening. You did 
the job very well. He didn’t know that he was free to 
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go for a walk all night long. This morning, you only 
untied the two horses with the real ropes, didn’t you?” 
Tashi responded, “Yes, that’s right, master – we only 
untied our own horses.” Apo continued, “Because of 
the gestures you made when you pretended to tie him 
yesterday, the horse still believes himself to be bound 
by that imaginary rope until this very moment. He 
is still influenced by your hypnosis. That’s why he 
didn’t respond to my whistle.” The two young monks 
then asked, “What should we do then?” The master 
responded, “Well, you just pretend to untie him!” Tashi 
laughed, but as the master insisted, he walked up to 
the horse and pretended to untie him. He made all the 
gestures with his hands as if he was really untying 
him. Just to make the horse believe he was really free 
now. Now the master whistled again, and his horse 
followed him immediately. After this, they continued 
their ride to the monastery.

Half an hour later, Tashi asked his master, “Do you 
remember that I asked you a question yesterday about 
my struggle against my ego? That I feel imprisoned 
by my fears? That I have difficulty in controlling the 
desires in my body? I want to find freedom in this 
life. I feel locked up in my body with its pain and its 
desires. I want to find my Buddha nature. I want to 
be free. I still didn’t get an answer from you.” The 
master replied, “Yes, I remember your question very 
well. The horse has given you the answer. You are like 
my horse.” Tashi looked in amazement. Apo contin-
ued: “You see, my horse believed himself to be bound 
yesterday. And he believed that all night long – while 
he never realised that he was free all the time. That’s 
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exactly the same situation as when you ask me how to 
become free while you were never bound in the first 
place.” The young monk said, “I was free all night, but 
I believed I was in prison? That’s why you waited to 
give me an answer before the morning?” The master 
replied, “Right, Tashi. You are already free, but you 
just believe that you are bound by an illusory ego. 
You’re bound by an illusory rope. And you complain 
about all the problems you believe you have with that 
ego. I tell you that you are free, and you don’t listen. 
Just like my horse, you don’t respond to my whistle. 
You believe you live in a body. You pretend to believe 
you are in a prison. But the walls of your prison are 
illusory. What you really are is already free. That’s 
all you have to understand. And what can I do with 
monks like you? All I can do is to pretend to untie 
the illusory ropes around your neck until finally you 
respond to my whistle!”

Then there was silence for several hours. The 
weather was much better now, and both Tashi and 
Sonam looked forward to getting back home. But 
Sonam noticed that Tashi didn’t have a smile on 
his face. Tashi didn’t like the answer of his master. 
He said to his friend Sonam, “How can I already be 
free if I still feel bound?” Just before they reached 
the temple, Tashi asked his master, “What can I do 
to understand that I am already free?” Apo smiled. 
“You believe you are bound by your ego, while there 
is no ego. The ego is illusory, so you don’t have to fight 
it or try and destroy it. The thinker you believe you 
are is just a thought. Your prison is empty! Don’t you 
see? You’re not imprisoned, never were, never will 
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be, because there is no ‘you’ in the first place.” Tashi 
replied, “So there is nothing I can do because there 
is no ‘me’ to do it?” Apo replied, “Exactly! If there is 
no Tashi, what can I say to that ghost to do to find 
liberation for Tashi?” Apo smiled and continued, “Just 
as we come back home to our temple, you come home 
to your true nature. And you see that you’ve never left 
home anyway.” 

 Jan Kersschot
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Are you locked up  

in that body?

Questioner: Everybody says that we are an individual 
locked up in a body. 

Jan Kersschot: What if the sense of being locked up 
in a body is no more than a snapshot in your brain? 

Still I feel locked up in my body.

What if the idea of being locked up in a body is no 
more than a few electrical currents in your brain? 

Still I identify myself with my body.

The sense of being locked up in a body is very strong 
of course.  

For example, when I look in the mirror, I see myself.

No. You only see an image of yourself. A mirror image 
of the front side of your body. At a few metres away 
from you. Is that what you really are?
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When I have pain in my toe, that proves that I am in this 
body, doesn’t it?

It only shows that at that moment there is an image 
of pain appearing in awareness. And that image only 
lasts for a moment, say less than a second. It’s a snap-
shot. It doesn’t prove anything.

But I know who I am. I am a man who is 62 years old. I 
have a name, I have characteristics.

Again, images in your mind. Electrical currents in 
your brain. 

But I know I am in this body. That’s what everybody told 
me. And it feels that way.

When you look at what appears in your story, you may 
notice that your body only comes to the surface dur-
ing a part of the day. Your mind – your memory – says 
the body is there all the time, I know. But that’s just 
another concept. Sometimes you are aware of your 
body. Usually because there is pain or joy. 

But it’s just a part of my body appearing?

When you have pain in your toe, there is an image of 
your toe. Not of your thyroid gland or your stomach. 
But when you’re hungry, the stomach area appears. 

I see. Only parts of my body come to my mind. Only parts 
of my person appear now and then.
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“Your” body is not in the picture all the time. They’re 
just snapshots. 

But it looks as if it is continuously there. 

As I said before, that’s a trick of our memory. 

I am not sure about that.

The body and the person appear as snapshots, as 
images. And then another image comes in which says 
that the body and mind are there all the time.

They come and go in our attention. They appear 
in awareness.
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2|
The story  

of your soul

If I am not my body, then I am a soul that has chosen 
this body to live in?

That’s another belief. Have you ever checked? Did you 
ever see a soul? Did you ever see your soul? And even 
if you believe you have seen a soul, isn’t that again 
another image in your mind? 

All right. But I’ve read that my soul is going through a 
series of lessons.

It’s another belief. Not everybody believes that. Maybe 
it’s just a story you liked to believe.

It’s true that I can’t check such a story. 

It’s a matter of belief and hearsay. In my books, I never 
ask anyone to believe what I say.

For you, all these stories don’t mean that much any more.
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There are so many uncontrolled stories around. In a 
subtle way, all these stories are still about the captain. 
It’s about your path. It’s about your soul. So the ego 
game can go on. You want spiritual liberation. It’s 
still about you. The diversity of stories that promote 
individualism is endless. 

And anyone who dares to question all this will be labeled 
as a betrayer, or as someone who lost his mind. Or some-
one who lost faith and will go to hell. 

Seekers want to continue seeking, they can’t help it. 
And spiritual leaders just love that because it keeps 
the spiritual game going. The devotees can continue to 
play the role of being a good devotee, the leaders can 
continue to play the role of being a good leader. 

Those who don’t follow the rules are the bad guys. 

The gurus don’t want their devotees to ask critical 
questions. Nobody is allowed to question the holy 
texts. A lot of spiritual leaders just want the seekers 
to follow them, they want the devotees to believe the 
holy books. The devotees must believe the prophets 
unconditionally, and must do what they say has to 
be done. Just as in ordinary everyday life, we receive 
a to-do list. And a not-to-do list. We are again told 
what to do and that we will be rewarded for our good 
behaviour. And punished if we do not follow the rules. 
Again we are confirmed as being individuals with free 
choice who ought to do their best. And that is exactly 
what seekers want. 
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Some seekers, however, do not follow the crowds and are 
crystal clear about all this. They show us how ridiculous 
all these religious codes really are.

Yes, indeed. 

For example, some seekers sense that there is no individual 
choice. 

Yes.

That there is no karma. No debt to pay. No heaven and 
no hell.

Some also realise that there is no past or future – except 
as concepts in our minds.

They unmask the popular belief systems.

Some also understand that there is no body-mind 
in the first place. They see that each teaching that 
reinforces the illusion that there is such a thing as an 
individual starts from a basic misconception. When 
that fundamental misconception is seen for what it is, 
the whole masquerade falls apart. 

That’s the end of all the spiritual questions?

Some seekers seem to understand that indeed there 
is no seeker in the first place. Then all seeking stops 
automatically. 
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You stop seeking?

No, there is no personal involvement in this. It’s not 
something you do. There is no “you” who can stop 
seeking. There is no “you” who can choose or decide 
to stop seeking. The seeking just disappears automati-
cally.

Because the seeker has been seen as a ghost. It’s a paradox 
to me.

It’s not attractive for the ego when the captain is turned 
into a ghost. When they hear about it, most readers 
quickly turn their backs. The reader doesn’t like to be 
unmasked and prefers to continue to play its games. 

Why do they walk away from the truth? 

The ego doesn’t want to die. And the individual path 
is much more attractive! 

They want to keep seeking. Maybe that’s what all these 
temples and ceremonies are for. To keep these people on 
the spiritual path. 

When it is clear that there is no captain, it is obvious 
that there is no spiritual path either. But again, most 
seekers don’t like the idea.




